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Introduction
Welcome to the second HPL (High Performance Learning) newsletter for Term 3. Here you will find further ACPs
(Advanced Cognitive Performance Characteristics) and the 7 Pillars of HPL, along with their definitions.
Is High Performance Learning for Everyone?
Excellent schools like CIS and caring parents have always sought to maximise individual potential but have, in
bygone years, accepted that high levels of educational performance would always be for the minority, rather than the
majority.
For parents, HPL offers a more optimistic outlook.
Instead of being in a position of powerlessly seeing your child’s intelligence, or lack of it, unfold, it is possible from the
earliest days to nurture and encourage it. So, whilst it is rewarding if your young child shows an instant aptitude for
numbers it is also the case that if they don’t, then a ‘slow start’ is likely to be just that, a slow start, not an indication
that your child has no mathematical ability. You can help your child develop an interest in numbers and with that
comes increasing fluency.
The ACPs and VAAs, alongside the ‘Seven Pillars of HPL’ form the basis of this developmental approach and ensure
that high performance becomes an attainable aspiration for all students. Even if students may not be doing as well as
hoped right now, it is better to think that they may not be doing as well as hoped ‘yet’, rather than ‘never’. What’s
more, through the specific ACPs and VAAs, students are better equipped to identify what they need to conquer in
order to make improvements.
By Professor Deborah Eyre, Founder of HPL

ACPs: Creating Curtis: Intellectual Playfulness:
Intellectual playfulness is the ability to recognise rules and bend them to create valid but new forms.
If you were a biscuit, which biscuit would you like to be and why?
If you could move anywhere, where would you like to live?
If you could speak any language, which would you like to speak?

ACPs: Meta-Thinking Maryam: Meta-cognition:
Meta-cognition is the ability to knowingly use a wide range of thinking approaches and to transfer knowledge from
one circumstance to other.
What would you do if...?
What would you do if there was a tiger in the school?
What would you do if the stars fell out of the sky?
What would you do if you won 10 million Dirhams?
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With HPL, reaching for the stars

Our HPL Champions of the week have
designed presentations and posters
on what type of superhero they
would want to be. The students have
also utilized Linking Liam to use
connections from past learning's to
have a quality explanation of which
star or planet they would like to
explore and the reason for
their decision. In addition to that our
champions have also used Meta
thinking Mariam to knowingly use a
wide range of thinking approaches
to state what HPL characters and
values they would like to have
in their superhero role in this project.

